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Chapter 1:  
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. The International Betting Integrity Association welcomes the opportunity to engage with the 
Committee on the Racing Reform Bill, notably its extraterritorial charges and integrity measures. 

 
2. The Bill seeks to revitalise the country’s racing industry and increase taxation revenue by 

addressing the leakage of betting revenue offshore and a range of risks associated with that.  
 

3. Unfortunately, the extraterritorial IUC and POC charges, which rely to a large extent on 
voluntary compliance by offshore operators, are very unlikely to achieve the Government’s aims. 

 
4. The extraterritorial approach lacks the necessary underpinning, most notably a credible 

enforcement regime to ensure offshore operator compliance with the proposed measures.   
 

5. Moreover, in the case of the POC, the Government’s approach runs contrary to the advice of the 
Department for Internal Affairs (DIA) which does not support a POC charge in this Bill. 

 
6. It lists various impediments to implementation of a POC and questions that it will achieve the 

desired level of compliance, proposing that it instead form part of the DIA review of gambling.  
 
7. That departmental undertaking will consider the full range of options available to better regulate 

the online gambling environment and tailor any arrangements to the New Zealand market.  
 

8. The Treasury has likewise questioned the case for the Bill’s proposed approach and, without 
additional analysis, is unable to assess if it will revitalise the industry or see a continued decline. 
 

9. Similar uncertainties exist with regard to the voluntary compliance of offshore operators in 
relation to the IUC, with the DIA unable to quantify the likely revenue level stemming from that.   

 
10. The introduction of IUC and POC based on turnover are also out of kilter with international 

norms, further threatening the voluntary compliance of operators with such extraterritorial fees. 
 

11. In Australia, the principal focus of the Bill’s extraterritorial charges, all POC is based on GGR as 
are some IUCs, and any charges placed on that market may be in turn be imposed on the NZRB. 

 
12. Moreover, the foundation of many of the assumptions underpinning the Bill fall someway short 

of the level of data and analysis that would be desirable to justify confidence in these measures. 
 

13. Data from our members’ Australian businesses shows that the majority of bets are on sport not 
horse racing and that any fiscal returns to the latter are likely to be well below expectations.   

 
14. The association contends that significant additional work is required and that the DIA’s online 

gambling market assessment process appears to be the most suitable vehicle to achieve that. 
 

15. We also ask the Committee to request detailed data from the Government to support its 
continuing rejection of an alternative and more fiscally robust national licensing model, which is 
the bedrock of many other markets, serving to protect integrity and boost revenue generation.   

 
16. We urge the Committee to consider these important fiscal and administrative issues in light of 

the DIA and Treasury positions and the central aim of revitalising the country’s racing industry. 
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Chapter 2:  
THE INTERNATIONAL BETTING INTEGRITY ASSOCIATION  

18. Established in 2005 and formerly known as ESSA, the International Betting Integrity Association 
is a not-for-profit body that is the leading global voice on integrity for the betting industry. 
 

19. The association protects its members from corruption through collective action and represents 
many of the world’s largest regulated sports betting operators, active across six continents. 
 

20. Our principal goal is to protect our members, consumers and partners, such as sports bodies, 
from fraud caused by the unfair manipulation of sporting events and associated betting.  

 
21. There are two key facets to the association’s activities: firstly the identification and reporting of 

suspicious betting; and secondly promoting effective betting regulatory frameworks.    
 
22. Our Monitoring & Alert Platform is a highly effective anti-corruption tool that detects and 

reports suspicious activity on our members’ markets and incorporates around 50 betting brands.  
 

23. This bespoke system tracks transactional activity linked to individual consumer accounts, clearly 
distinguishing it from commercial monitoring systems focused on simple odds movements.  

 
24. The association has information sharing partnerships with leading sports including FIFA, UEFA, 

TIU and the IOC and many gambling regulators to utilise this data and prosecute corruption.  
 

25. We maintain a policy of transparency and publish quarterly integrity reports analysing the 
suspicious betting activity reported on our Monitoring & Alert Platform. To complement this 
detection activity, the association is also active in a range of anti-match-fixing programmes.1  

 
26. In addition, it acts for the regulated betting sector at key national and international match-fixing 

policy discussion forums and is a key player in the global fight against betting related match-
fixing, advocating evidence-based policies and effective regulatory and fiscal frameworks.   

 
27. In particular, it represents the sector at important betting policy working groups run by the 

European Commission, Council of Europe and the International Olympic Committee (IOC). 
 

28. The association helped to develop and broadly supports the worldwide adoption of the Council 
of Europe (CoE) Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions.2 

 
29. The association’s activities has been successful in helping to drive criminals away from regulated 

markets, creating a safe and secure environment for our members’ customers and sports. 
 

30. Our principal goal is to protect our members, consumers and partners, such as sports bodies, 
from fraud caused by the unfair manipulation of sporting events and associated betting.  
 

31. Many of our members are licensed and operate within various regulatory frameworks for 
gambling around the world; their business operations and focus are international. 

 
32. The association therefore has an interest in the provisions contained in the Racing Reform Bill, 

particularly with regard to the impact on offshore operators and related integrity issues.3  
  
                                                             
1 www.ibia.bet  
2 http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/215  
3 https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/bills-and-laws/bills-proposed-laws/document/BILL_87989/tab/digest  
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Chapter 3:  
LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND 

33. The New Zealand Racing Board (NZRB) is the sole provider of racing and sports betting services 
in the country; all other domestic bookmaking is prohibited.4  

 
34. There is however no prohibition on New Zealand citizens betting with offshore operators 

through the internet, with an estimated $58 million per year of gross betting profit going 
offshore,5 albeit offshore betting operators are prohibited from advertising in New Zealand.6 

 
35. In April 2015, the Government announced the establishment of a Working Group to “shed light 

on the increase in the number of New Zealanders engaging in offshore online racing and sports 
betting and to address the use of race and sports information by offshore betting operators.”7 

 
36. The Group submitted its report in October 2015 recommending that, amongst other proposals, 

legislation be introduced “with explicit extraterritorial intent to require all offshore gambling 
operators to register with New Zealand authorities and to pay an Offshore Bookmaker Fee”.8 

 
37. This would cover offshore betting operators that: accept bets on racing and sports events that 

take place on New Zealand soil; and/or accept bets originating from New Zealand.9 
 

38. The Group also supported “Government proposals to charge Goods and Services Tax (GST) on 
offshore services, including gambling services, and recommends information sharing between 
Inland Revenue and Internal Affairs to support the proposed Offshore Bookmaker Fee.”10 

 
39. Revenue from the Offshore Bookmaker Fee would, the Working Group stated, “support New 

Zealand’s racing and sports sectors, and contribute to the costs incurred in New Zealand in 
supporting problem gamblers and maintaining the integrity of our racing and sports codes.”11  

 
40. The Department of Internal Affairs sought public feedback on the Group’s recommendations in 

April 2016.12 In March 2017, the Government announced its intention to amend the Racing Act 
2003 and enable the introduction of charges for offshore operators, among other actions.13      

 
41. The Racing Amendment Bill 2017 was introduced in Parliament at the end of July with a Select 

Committee consultation on the Bill’s proposals, which included an extraterritorial “regime 
providing for offshore betting operator charges and information use charges.”14 

 
42. That Bill was withdrawn in September 2018 as not being “fit for type”15 following the publication 

of the Government commissioned Messara Report, which again supported offshore betting 
operator charges along with a wider restructuring of the New Zealand racing industry.16     

 
43. The Racing Reform Bill 2019 was introduced in Parliament in late May with a short Select 

Committee consultation process. As with the previous Bill, it seeks to impose extraterritorial 
measures on offshore operators through information and point of consumption tax charges.17  

                                                             
4 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.NSF/wpg_URL/Resource-material-Our-Policy-Advice-Areas-Racing-Policy?OpenDocument#four Proposals to amend the Racing Act 2003 page 2  
5 Ibid. 
6 http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2003/0051/latest/whole.html#DLM208240 Clause 16 
7 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 4 
8 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 7 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.NSF/wpg_URL/Resource-material-Our-Policy-Advice-Areas-Racing-Policy?OpenDocument#four Proposals to amend the Racing Act 2003 
13 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/government-amend-racing-act-2003  
14 https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/bills-and-laws/bills-digests/document/51PLLaw25171/racing-amendment-bill-2017-bills-digest-no-2517  
15 https://www.nzherald.co.nz/sport/news/article.cfm?c_id=4&objectid=12133793  
16 https://www.dia.govt.nz/Racing-review & https://www.dia.govt.nz/vwluResources/Racing-Report-August-2018/$file/Review-of-the-NZ-Racing-Industry-Report.pdf  
17 https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/bills-and-laws/bills-proposed-laws/document/BILL_87989/tab/digest  
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Chapter 4:  
RACING REFORM BILL: ASSUMPTIONS AND IMPACT 

44. As the Bill’s regulatory impact assessment (RIA) states, the Government has introduced draft 
legislation that seeks to revitalise the country’s racing industry and increase taxation revenue by 
addressing the leakage of betting revenue offshore and a range of risks associated with that.18  
 

45. The Bill’s proposals are the first step of a programme to reform the racing industry in order to 
make it more sustainable. Further legislative and non-legislative changes will be made in the last 
quarter of 2019 in order to fully implement the package of measures proposed by Messara.19 

 
46. The Government is seeking to address the loss of income offshore primarily by imposing:   

 an information use charge (IUC) payable by offshore operators using New Zealand racing and 
sports data which is similar to copyright charges for the use of intellectual property; and 

 a point of consumption (POC) charge, which is akin to a tax that would be imposed on 
offshore operators who accept bets made by New Zealanders.20 
 

47. In doing so, the Government’s policy continues to lean heavily on the Working Group’s report, 
which formed the basis of the extraterritorial charges in the previous Bill and, having been 
supported by the Messara Report, is now effectively transposed into the Racing Reform Bill.21  

 
48. This association responded to the previous Select Committee consultation on the Racing 

Amendment Bill 2017 with a detailed submission covering the extraterritorial fiscal measures.22 
The likely effectiveness of those provisions is re-examined in the following paragraphs. 

Scope and Enforceability 
 

49. As the Working Group’s report emphasised, the extraterritorial approach will require “a credible 
enforcement regime”23 to encourage and ensure compliance with the proposed measures.   
 

50. The enforceability of these measures has however quite rightly been questioned in the first 
reading debate24 and that echoes the conclusion in the Bill’s RIA that “the successful collection 
of any charges would rely to a large extent on voluntary compliance by offshore operators.”25 

 
51. Recognition of the voluntary nature of the measures conflict with the Government’s first reading 

statement that: “These offshore charges will ensure that overseas betting operators start to 
contribute to New Zealand, including to the racing and sports codes from which they benefit.”26 

 
52. The existing Goods and Services Tax (GST) is currently paid by some offshore operators, notably 

those falling within the scope of the international tax treaties New Zealand has agreed; others 
may pay GST voluntarily, albeit there appears to be no evidence of widespread compliance.27  

 
53. The GST may therefore at least be said to afford some limited legal foundation and enforcement; 

the extraterritorial charges contained in the Bill appear to have no such underpinning. 
                                                             
18 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 1  
19 Ibid. page 2 
20 Ibid. page 51 
21 http://disclosure.legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2019/138 Disclosure statement. Part Two: Background Material and Policy Information Published reviews or evaluations & 
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 4 “Many of the proposals contained in this RIA have been 
already been considered as part of a previous Bill” 
22 https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCPP_EVI_74731_449/9f325c761aa0eca48ed1661a7b29de46c01ab89b  
23 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 6 
24 https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/hansard-debates/rhr/combined/HansDeb_20190528_20190528_16 Hon GERRY BROWNLEE  
25 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 54 
26 https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/hansard-debates/rhr/combined/HansDeb_20190528_20190528_16 Rt Hon. Winston Peters 
27 http://taxpolicy.ird.govt.nz/tax-treaties#reciprocal, http://taxpolicy.ird.govt.nz/publications/2018-other-gst-low-value-imported-goods/questions-and-answers#compliance & 
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 57 “Since October 2016, offshore operators that sell more than 
$60,000 per annum of services to New Zealand have been required to pay GST (this relies on voluntary compliance, albeit supported by international tax treaties and common practice), 
but they are not required to pay other New Zealand levies and duties.” 
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54. Moreover, in the case of the POC, the Government’s approach runs contrary to the advice of the 
Department for Internal Affairs (DIA) and which “does not support a POC charge in Bill No. 1.”28 

 
55. It has outlined various issues that could inhibit the implementation of a POC charge, including:  

 significant variation in the projections of possible revenue; 
 the level of voluntary compliance by offshore operators; 
 the cost of administration, the perception of double taxation (with GST); and  
 difficulty for offshore operators in complying with requirements.29 

 
56. It has thus recommended that a POC charge should not form part of this Bill but instead “be 

considered in the context of the review of online gambling under the Internal Affairs portfolio.”30 
 

57. It does so noting that “times have changed since the Working Group’s recommendations in 
2015” and that the assessment it is undertaking will consider the full range of options to better 
regulate the online environment and tailor any arrangements to the New Zealand market.31  

 
58. Indeed, whilst the Working Group assumed high levels of voluntary POC compliance, the DIA 

considers that it is “difficult to determine the likelihood of this” as there is no equivalent 
example; far from being a robust system, this extraterritorial approach is mired in uncertainty.32 

 
59. The Treasury has likewise drawn attention in Cabinet papers that the “evidence supporting the 

problems identified and the case for the proposed interventions has not been presented”.33 
 

60. It advises that the proposals have significant regulatory and financial implications and that 
further analysis of the issues and options would be necessary to inform decision-making.34  

 
61. In particular, that this additional analysis should consider: 

 risks relating to greater gambling harms as a result of the proposals; 
 impacts on NZ consumers (gamblers), including whether they will face higher or lower costs; 
 impact on overseas operators, including whether or not they may exit the NZ market; and 
 the impact on the financial position of the New Zealand Racing Board.35 
 

62. In line with the DIA and its assessment, the Treasury determines that without such additional 
analysis “it is difficult to assess whether these proposals will revitalise the industry as intended 
or whether the industry will continue to decline (as other factors may be driving this).”36 
 

63. A similar range of fiscal and operational uncertainties exist with regard to the voluntary 
compliance of offshore operators in relation to the proposed information use charge (IUC).  

 
64. Importantly, given the focus of this Bill on securing fiscal returns that are being sought to 

revitalise the country’s racing industry and increase taxation, it should be noted that the DIA “is 
unable to concretely quantify the likely amount of revenue from an information use charge”.37 
 

65. It is also seeking to enforce this across all New Zealand sporting events; as is noted in the RIA, 
whilst equivalent levies are commonplace around the world they are predominantly: applicable 
only to racing (not wider sports); and b) in-country only (not sought extraterritorially).38  

                                                             
28 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf pages 4 & 60 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. page 61 
31 Ibid. 
32 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 58 
33 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Cabinet-Paper-Overview-Bill-No-1-a.pdf page 8 
34 Ibid.  
35 Ibid.  
36 Ibid.  
37 Ibid. page 55 
38 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 53  
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66. Where applied to wider sporting events, such charges (often referred to as a sports betting right) 
are commonly associated with markets that struggle to retain a high channelization of 
consumers to that country’s regulated operators due to the additional fiscal burden imposed. 

 
67. The DIA has identified that if “other jurisdictions were to implement similar [extraterritorial] 

charges for their sporting events it is possible that the costs could be greater than the income 
from NZ events.”39  

 
68. Whilst the RIA considers this as a “low risk”,40 that assessment does not appear to be predicated 

on any meaningful data and is essentially a supposition on behalf of the Government. 
 

69. Indeed, the Committee will wish to consider that global data shows that growth in betting on 
sports exceeds that of horse racing and that trend is expected to continue, driven by online and 
in-play betting, fuelling potential reciprocal IUC action on non-NZ sports bets taken by the NZRB. 

 
Figure 1: Global Sports and Horse Race Betting GGR (2107-2022e) – US$bn  

 2017 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e 2022e 

Horse racing 28.2 (42%) 29.2 (39.9%) 30 (39.3%) 30.9 (37.9%) 31.2 (36.7%) 32.3 (35.9%) 
Sports 39.3 (58%) 44 (60.1%) 46.3 (60.7%) 50.7 (62.1%) 53.9 (63.3%) 57.6 (64.1%) 
Total 67.5 73.2 76.3 81.6 85.9 89.9 

Source: H2 Gambling Capital, 2018 

 
70. The data from the association’s members with Australian businesses likewise shows that the 

majority of bets relating to New Zealand are on sporting events not horse racing, and that any 
fiscal returns to the latter from offshore operators are likely to be well below expectations.  
 

71. The Ministerial Advisory Committee (MAC) supports the Bill specifically because it will “send a 
strong signal to the marketplace in Australia that the legislation is going to be enacted.”41  
 

72. Given that the offshore measures are primarily focused on Australian operators and a reciprocal 
arrangement with that jurisdiction, it would surely be prudent for the Government to engage, as 
a minimum, with the Australian authorities to gauge the response before implementation.  

 
73. The principal means of achieving this new fiscal income appears to hinge on Australian operators 

paying these fees, yet the MAC’s support for the introduction of IUC and POC strangely notes 
that work has yet to be conducted on the operation and process of those charges in Australia.42 

 
74. Indeed, this whole process appears to continue to employ the Working Group’s report’s market 

assumptions on the scale of the issue as the principal foundation of the Government’s policy. 
 

75. That process openly acknowledged that: identifying the scale of the issue was challenging; 
studies used quickly became outdated; and that the value of bets taken by offshore operators on 
sports events in New Zealand is not known and that it is difficult to make a point estimate. 43  

 
76. The reliability of any of the underlying fiscal assertions and associated arguments contained in 

the Working Group’s (now outdated) report are therefore predicated on a range of unevidenced 
figures that could be deemed to constitute a large degree of presumption and speculation.  
 

77. The Government’s calculations have nevertheless continued to be predominantly founded on 
the Group’s turnover based assumptions for the IUC and POC charges for offshore operators.44 

                                                             
39 Ibid. page 56 
40 Ibid. 
41 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Interim-Report-of-MAC-on-the-Review-of-the-New-Zealand-Racing-Industry.pdf page 67  
42 Ibid. 
43 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 18 
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78. The introduction of IUC and POC charges based on turnover will invariably cause significant fiscal 
burdens for offshore operators and are out of kilter with international norms, further 
threatening the voluntary compliance of those operators with such extraterritorial fees. 

 
79. Again, the focus has been on Australia and where the Messara Report supported a POC turnover 

approach based on “experience in New South Wales and certain other [Australian] States.”45 
 

80. Contrary to the Messara Report, Australian states have however introduced POC taxes on the 
basis of net revenue (monies staked minus winnings paid);46 that is a gross gambling revenue 
(GGR) tax as applied in many European countries. Australian GST is also based on GGR.47  

 
81. Whilst an Australian Government commissioned report on IUC notes: “Typically, under these 

agreements, product fees paid to sporting bodies are based on ‘gross revenue’ and fees paid to 
racing bodies are based on turnover however they can also be hybrid arrangements.”48 

 
82. Importantly, the report also emphasises that: “One of the most significant issues identified by 

industry stakeholders as impacting on the profitability of operators was product fees” and which 
contributed to their lack of ability to compete commercially with offshore operators.49 

 
83. “The NZRB already has agreements with Australian TABs that provide reciprocal access to race 

information in each country. Fees averaging 3 percent of turnover apply in both directions”50 but 
that does not necessitate that turnover continue to be employed or be extended to other sports. 

 
84. If the Bill’s measures serve to adversely impact Australian operators and impede channelization 

where 40% already gamble offshore,51 there must be the possibility of reciprocal charges being 
imposed on the NZRB and bets taken on Australian sports as a possible balancing response.  

 
85. Moreover, it should be remembered that the Australian and New Zealand frameworks are not 

directly comparable and that operators in Australia are licensed and able to sponsor and 
advertise their products, thereby providing a level of incentivisation to pay the IUC and POC. 

 
86. None of those commercial and regulatory norms are proposed, further reducing the motivation 

to pay the Bill’s voluntary charges; the Working Group highlighted that “care needs to be taken 
in striking the right balance between fees charged and the value of the product provided.52 

 
87. The association opposes the IUC in general as evidence from other markets shows that it 

provides an unnecessary and anti-completive monopoly to sporting bodies adversely impacting 
competiveness;53 if it is introduced, then a reasonable GGR would prove a better tax mechanism. 

  
88. Whilst the Working Group assumed high levels of voluntary compliance for the POC, the DIA 

considers it “difficult to determine the likelihood of this” and if the administrative processes 
prove difficult or costly the likelihood of operators paying a voluntarily POC may also diminish.”54 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
44 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf pages 27 & 40, 
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 55  
45 https://www.dia.govt.nz/vwluResources/Racing-Report-August-2018/$file/Review-of-the-NZ-Racing-Industry-Report.pdf page 28 
46 https://www.treasury.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2018-06/NSW%20Point%20of%20Consumption%20Tax%20-%20PoC%20Tax%20Fact%20sheet.pdf, 
https://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2018-05/Point%20of%20Consumption%20Tax%20-%20FACT%20SHEET.pdf, https://www.betfair.com.au/hub/poc-faqs/ & 
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf  
47 https://www.business.gov.au/new-to-business-essentials/series-three/goods-and-services-tax-gst & https://www.ato.gov.au/Business/GST/In-detail/Your-industry/GST-when-
conducting-gambling-activities/?anchor=HowGSTappliestogamblingsalesyouma#HowGSTappliestogamblingsalesyouma 
48 https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/11_2017/final_report_-_betting_restrictions_report.pdf Footnote page 41 
49 Ibid. “Product Fees” main text.  
50 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 53  
51 https://www.acma.gov.au/-/media/Interactive-Gambling-Taskforce/Report/pdf/IGA-12-month-report_FINAL-pdf.pdf?la=en Page 7 - H2 figure 
52 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 4 
53 ht//ec.europa.eu/sport/news/2014/docs/study-sor2014-final-report-gc-compatible_en.pdf Page 151 
54 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing-Review/$file/Racing-Industry-Reform-RIA-5-April-2019-1.pdf page 58 
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89. It is therefore clear that the foundation of many of the assumptions underpinning the proposals 
contained in the draft legislation could be deemed to fall someway short of the level of data and 
analysis that would be desirable to justify confidence in the measures before the Committee.     

 
90. That in turn further questions the appropriateness of these measures, notably the 

extraterritorial actions, and whether they indeed constitute the most effective solutions.  
 

91. Additional pressure on offshore operators, which operate in a highly competitive international 
market, to voluntarily pay IUC and POC on top of GST may see an adverse impact on the number 
of offshore operators making any such payments, including GST, as an operating necessity.  

 
92. The Working Group’s original examination of this issue was very clear that “Without a strong 

legal imperative to do otherwise, offshore gambling operators are likely to continue to use New 
Zealand products without paying for them”55 and the latter remains a distinct possibility.   

 
93. We urge the Committee to consider these important fiscal and administrative issues in light of 

the DIA and Treasury positions and the central aim of revitalising the country’s racing industry. 
 

94. There is great concern that the Government is moving forward against departmental advice and 
without the benefit of detailed examination of the options and impacts with what may prove to 
be ill-considered policy forced through an unjustified truncated Committee process. 

 
95. Indeed, the Government appears to be taking a dogmatic and entrenched position in support of 

the Bill’s extraterritorial measures and the supposition of their success when there are myriad of 
well-founded reasons to believe otherwise as highlighted in departmental documentation.  
 

96. We urge the Committee and the wider Parliament to ensure that proper detailed consideration 
is given to these issues and the foundation of the policies noting that they have an important 
material impact on the enforceability, and therefore success, of the provisions in this Bill.  

 
97. There is good reason to believe that the current Bill and the voluntary extraterritorial measures 

within it will, at best, likely prove no more than a short-term plaster and future governments will 
unfortunately be forced to return to these issues in search of workable long-term solutions.  

 
98. There must be a danger that the measures become what the previous Government stated that it 

did not want, namely a “strawman provision that achieves no real gains for the industry.”56 
 
99. The association contends that significant additional work is required and that the DIA’s online 

gambling market assessment process appears to be the most suitable vehicle. Engagement with 
this association and our members is also proposed as part of that detailed market exploration.    

 
100. The measures in the Bill are unlikely to provide the robust and stable revenue stream the New 

Zealand racing and sports sectors desire and the decision of the Government to adopt such a 
relatively untested and unreliable approach should be examined in detail by the Committee. 

 
101. Especially, when a practical and legally enforceable model already exists and has been 

successfully implemented in numerous jurisdictions, as covered in the following paragraphs.    
 
 
 

                                                             
55 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 17 
56 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/speech-new-zealand-racing-board-agm-0  
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Benefits of a Licensed Market 
 

102. The Working Group’s report importantly noted that: “Almost half of the OECD group of countries 
licence corporate gambling operators”, including various states in Australia, as a means to 
regulating and establishing viable markets from which revenues from can then be derived.57   
 

103. However, the Working Group report, on which the Government’s policy position continues to be 
largely predicated, strangely “concluded that licensing operators was unlikely to generate 
additional benefits that would warrant the additional costs associated with a licensing regime”.58 

 
104. Crucially, it did not include any detailed assessment or costings to support this policy position 

and there was also a clear lack of engagement with any betting operators or trade associations 
outside or New Zealand or Australia during the Working Group’s report considerations.59  

 
105. The possibility of opening the New Zealand market to a proper betting licensing and regulatory 

regime, and the detailed examination of that approach, is therefore noticeable by its absence.60  
 

106. It appears that the Group’s focus and activities to consider and recommend practical options to 
address the concerns of New Zealanders betting offshore, and subsequent Government policy, 
has been centred on maintaining the TAB monopoly and initiating complementary measures.     

 
107. This appears to run contrary to the terms of reference of the Working Group61 as one of the 

most widely employed options (an open licensing system) is barely mentioned or considered.   
 

108. As with the Working Group and Government before, the Select Committee is unfortunately 
therefore not able to properly assess the full range of options available, notably one which, as 
the Working Group’s own report suggests, is increasingly being adopted around the world.   

 
109. We contend that there is robust and verifiable evidence from a range of other markets to 

demonstrate that New Zealand would benefit from a national licensing system that allows any 
number of operators that fulfil the licensing criteria to offer regulated betting services.  

 
110. This is the prevailing policy direction with an increasing number of progressive jurisdictions 

endorsing this open licensing method: the UK, Denmark, Italy, Spain, Australia and many others 
attest to the success of this approach from both a regulatory and fiscal standpoint. 

 
111. Important legislative changes are also taking place across America, with Brazil expected to follow 

and discussions in India concerning the enactment of comparable licensing arrangements.       
 

112. Many of those progressive countries that have moved to a regulatory and licensing system have 
adopted a taxation model that reflects the international availability and dimension of sports 
betting products and is not over-burdensome from that perspective.  

 
113. An assessment of those progressive countries shows that their approach to betting taxation, 

especially online, directly impacts the rate of consumer activity channelled to their regulated 
market (instead of offshore) and thereby within the national regulatory and fiscal controls. 
 

                                                             
57 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 24 
58 Ibid. 
59 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf Annex B 
60 Being primarily covered in one page (p.24) of a 67-page report 
61 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Racing_Terms-of-Reference/$file/Racing_Working-Group-Terms-of-Reference-April-2015.pdf  
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114. For example, those in the 10-20% GGR62 range have ‘high to very high’ levels of channelling of 
consumers to their regulated operators (as opposed to offshore operators), with the UK (15% 
GGR) and Denmark (20% GGR) estimated to have consumer channelling rates of 95% and 90%.63 

 
115. A successful betting regulatory framework therefore begins with an interrelated system of 

licensing and taxation, and which together form key drivers to the success of the market. 
 

116. From our perspective, there is clear evidence to support an open (unlimited) licensed market 
incorporating a reasonable GGR taxation system as the foundation of that regulatory platform. 

 
117. That in turn provides a large degree of revenue generation stability, as opposed to the relatively 

untried and untested extraterritorial approach presented in the Bill before the Committee.   
 

118. The decision by the Working Group and the Government to reject, seemingly without any 
detailed consideration, a widely employed statutory means of enforcing national betting 
legislation and revenue generation, signifies a fundamental flaw in this policy process. 

 
119. Instead, the Government appears to have determined that the TAB’s monopoly must remain, 

even in the face of increased competition from offshore bookmakers, many of which would have 
been interested in taking licences and paying applicable fees and taxes for proper market access. 

 
120. This flawed policy has been adopted by the Working Group and the Government even though it 

seems unlikely, for the detailed arguments listed above, that any extraterritorial approach will 
serve to be as successful as a legally enforceable national licensing scheme. 

 
121. Importantly, one that would encourage New Zealand’s citizens to bet with New Zealand licensed 

operators, and the many regulatory and fiscal benefits associated with that approach, which 
cannot be deemed to be prevalent or securely attained under the model presented. 

 
122. The association therefore urges the Committee to request detailed data from the Government 

to support its rejection of an alternative national licensing and regulatory scheme.  

Integrity arguments 
 

123. An increased risk to the integrity of the racing and sporting sectors has been presented as a key 
issue influencing the policy and legislative position laid before the Committee.64  
 

124. In particular, we note the Working Group’s integrity concerns65 that:  
 Placing a bet offshore is not immediately visible to the Racing Integrity Unit in New Zealand; 
 It is not possible to follow up bets placed with other offshore gambling operators as there 

are no regulatory controls on offshore gambling operators; 
 Without the ability to investigate betting information, there is a significant risk of bets being 

used to manipulate odds, through race or match-fixing behaviour; 
 The risks associated with match-fixing in sport have been growing, and addressing betting 

offshore on sports matches will become more important over the next few years; 
 Scrutiny can currently only be exercised where there is a contractual arrangement that 

provides for this; and 
 Legislative powers would be desirable to require offshore gambling operators to disclose 

betting suspected to be linked to any weakening in the integrity of racing and sports events.  

                                                             
62 Gross Gambling Revenue (GGR) – stake/wagers minus winnings 
63  http://www.rga.eu.com/data/files/PR_2016/2016_09_05_Regulation_of_online_betting_market_in_Poland_EN_4.pdf Pages 19,20 and 21. 
64 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 21 
65 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/Working%20Group%20-%20Final%20Report%20October%202015.pdf page 22 
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125. The maintenance of a monopoly provider for betting will not address these concerns and will in 
fact serve to weaken the integrity position of New Zealand’s racing and sporting events.  
 

126. As highlighted in earlier paragraphs, there are clear issues around the enforceability of the 
proposals put forward and any extraterritorial revenue generation is likely to be reliant on 
voluntary adherence and contribution to the scheme laid before the Committee.   

 
127. An alternative licensing approach, which if implemented in a similar fashion to policies adopted 

in the UK, Denmark and Spain, could however be expected to bring 90-95% of New Zealand’s 
citizens and associated revenues back within the scope of its legal, fiscal and regulatory controls. 

 
128. A robust open licensing approach provides the bedrock of a successful and competitive betting 

market and which serves to boost regulatory protection and revenue generating provisions.    
 

129. That then provides a stable platform from which other important issues such as sports betting 
integrity factors can be addressed and mitigating actions and sanctions implemented. 

 
130. Unfortunately, instead of providing a practical and workable licensing solution, the New Zealand 

authorities have preferred to maintain the monopoly provision of betting services. 
 

131. Our experience is that there are clear limitations regarding integrity and related issues such as 
revenue generation/taxation from a market with a monopoly provision of betting.  

 
132. In particular, it adversely impacts the ability of the regulatory authority to oversee related 

consumer activity and to have access to important data on the functioning of that market. 
 

133. That includes any fraudulent betting activity (e.g. match-fixing) that may involve persons whose 
illicit actions may have otherwise been caught within a wider national licensed betting market. 

 
134. Such comprehensive customer transaction information and market monitoring is invaluable in 

the fight against match-fixing, and an enlarged licensed betting market would undoubtedly 
prove advantageous to New Zealand’s regulatory, sporting and law enforcement authorities.   

 
135. The integrity framework is therefore invariably weakened by the monopoly provision of sports 

betting products, especially one where New Zealanders can freely access offshore operators 
which are under no legal obligation to report suspicious betting to the national authorities. 

 
136. In that context, it is also important to note that the IUC (or sports betting right) approach has 

already been shown to be unsound in a detailed study for the European Commission analysing 
the operation and effectiveness of the sport organisers' right as an integrity measure.66  

 
137. The Asser Institute authored report (published in April 201467), which assesses the sports betting 

right adopted in France and the Australian State of Victoria, is highly critical of the approach as 
an effective integrity measure and lists numerous practical and legal obstacles. 

 
138. These are important issues, as New Zealand has been proactive in this area, introducing a 

specific match-fixing provision with its criminal legislation68 and has also developed a national 
policy on match-fixing and related corruption,69 both of which are welcome initiatives. 

                                                             
66 Open Call for tender EAC/18/2012, Study on sports organisers' rights in the EU Terms of reference 
67 http://www.ivir.nl/publicaties/download/1353  
68 https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/bills-and-laws/bills-proposed-laws/document/00DBHOH_BILL13086_1/crimes-match-fixing-amendment-bill  
69 https://www.sportnz.org.nz/assets/Uploads/attachments/managing-sport/integrity/New-Zealand-policy-on-sports-match-fixing-and-related-corruption.pdf  
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139. However, whilst integrity was presented as key reason to address the use of offshore operators 
by New Zealand citizens, there is only a short and broad reference to integrity provisions in the 
Bill and little consideration in related policy papers to meet such supposed concerns.70 

 
140. Should the measures contained within the Bill be successfully enforced extraterritorially (which 

we question), it will provide a vehicle to include more detailed integrity provisions and powers, 
which we believe should be on the face of the legislation and considered by the Committee.     

 
141. The UK provides the most complete approach in this area,71 but in general, the Committee may 

wish to consider the following range of measures employed within existing licensed frameworks: 
 Establishing a specific betting integrity unit within the national/state gambling regulator; 
 Imposing licensing conditions requiring regulated operators to report any suspicious activity; 
 Providing the regulator with the ability to void bets identified as being connected to fraud; 
 Information sharing between stakeholders (regulator, law enforcement, sports and betting 

operators) both within and outside of the national regulated gambling structure; 
 Providing the regulator with the power of prosecution; and 
 Clear guidance on the national betting integrity decision making framework in operation. 

 
142. The current approach adopted by New Zealand around betting and sports policy,72 whilst noting 

the international nature of match-fixing, may also be overly reliant on national level actions.  
 

143. We encourage the New Zealand authorities to consider adopting the Council of Europe (CoE) 
Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions,73 which is open to non-CoE members: 
Australia signed in February 2019 and has indicated its intention to implement the Convention.74    

 
144. The association helped to develop the Convention and broadly supports the measures contained 

within it, which seek to promote practical national and international measures and cooperation.   
 

145. We believe that New Zealand’s national policy will benefit significantly from recognising the 
importance of, and engaging with, regulated international private betting operators. 

 
146. This partnership working undoubtedly strengthens the national integrity framework and deters 

corrupters from those markets, benefiting consumers, sports and betting operators alike. 
 

147. We would prefer that this engagement be primarily through a proper licensing structure and 
related regulatory controls (as in the UK), but we will of course be open to discussing the 
development of an integrity information sharing arrangement with the New Zealand authorities 
and sports should those bodies deem that of potential benefit to your national integrity policy.   

 

 

  
                                                             
70 http://www.legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2019/0138/latest/whole.html#LMS201154 65GA (2) 
71 http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/news-action-and-statistics/Match-fixing-and-sports-integrity/Match-fixing-and-sports-integrity.aspx  
72 https://www.sportnz.org.nz/assets/Uploads/attachments/managing-sport/integrity/New-Zealand-policy-on-sports-match-fixing-and-related-corruption.pdf  
73 https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/215/signatures?p_auth=dfc4PMKv  
74 https://www.coe.int/en/web/deputy-secretary-general/-/the-occasion-of-australia-s-signature-of-the-macolin-convention  
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Annex A:  
BETTING TAXTAION REGIMES ACROSS THE EU  

 

EU Country Betting Taxation 
Austria 2% of turnover 
Belgium 11% of GGR 
Bulgaria 20% of GGR 
Cyprus 13% of GGR 
Czech Republic 23% of GGR 
Denmark 20% of GGR 
Estonia 5% of GGR 
France 9.3% of turnover 
Germany 5% of turnover 
Gibraltar 1% of turnover with a cap of £465,000 pounds per year  
Greece 35% of GGR envisaged 
Ireland 2% of turnover  
Italy 24% of GGR for online, 22% GGR for virtual (online and land-based) and 20% 

for land-based betting  
Latvia 10% of GGR for online & 15% of GGR for telephone 
Malta 0.5% of turnover with a cap of €466,000 per year  
Netherlands 29% of GGR (law not yet approved/in operation) 
Poland 12% of turnover 
Portugal 8-16% turnover for fixed odds and 15% GGR for betting exchanges 
Romania 16% of GGR & 2% on customer deposits 
Slovakia Planned 23% of GGR 
Spain 20% of GGR 
Sweden 18% of GGR 
UK 15% of GGR 
 
Sources: Various forms of publicly available information. Correct as of 18 February 2019. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


